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Abstract

The phylogenetic alignment problem� a�k�a� the tree alignment problem� arises in e�orts to
deduce histories of molecular evolution� and in certain methods to multiply align more than
two sequences� The problem is known to be NP�hard� but several bounded�error approximation
methods and polynomial time approximation schemes� have been developed for the problem ����
�� ��� The 	rst of these approximationmethods is based on what are called lifted alignments� and
the second method is based on simpler uniform lifted alignments� The simplicity of uniform lifted
alignments� compared to lifted alignments� allows a deeper study of their properties� and yet also
gives a way to derive or compute results about lifted and optimal phylogenetic alignments� In
this paper� we 	rst prove the factor� of�two error bound on the optimal uniform lifted alignment
di�erently than was previously done in ���� Next we use uniform lifted alignments to establish
error bounds on random lifted alignments� Finally� we use results about uniform lifted alignments
to create an e
cient algorithm to compute a non�trivial lower bound on the cost of the optimal
solution to the phylogenetic alignment problem� given any problem instance� We use that lower
bound to gauge the accuracy of a phylogenetic alignment computed by Sanko� et al� ����
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� Phylogenetic �tree� Alignment

Evolutionary history is frequently represented by an evolutionary tree where known extant� organ�
isms are represented at the leaves of the tree� and their unknown but perhaps deduced� ancestors
are represented at internal nodes of the tree� It is common now to deduce such evolutionary trees
from molecular sequence data obtained from the organisms under study� However� the opposite
direction of study is also possible� When the evolutionary tree is already known from previous data
and deductions�� it can be used to deduce possible ancestral molecular sequences that gave rise to
the extant sequences through a series of mutational events� This general problem has been called
the phylogenetic alignment problem or the tree alignment problem� and has been formalized as the
problem of deducing sequences at the internal nodes to minimize the cost given by an objective
function de�ned below�
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In the above description� the tree with its deduced internal node labels is the desired output
of the problem� However� once the labeled tree is in hand� one can also use it to �nd a multiple
alignment of the extant sequences which is �in�uenced� by the hypothesized evolutionary history
see ��� or ���� The details are a bit involved� and we only mention this application as additional
motivation for the phylogenetic alignment problem� We will not discuss it further in this paper�

��� Formal de�nitions

Given a rooted tree T with a distinct string from a set of strings S� labeling each leaf� a phylogenetic
alignment for T assigns one string to each internal node of T �

The rooted phylogenetic tree� T � is meant to represent the �established� evolutionary history of
a set of taxa read �objects��� with the convention that each extant taxon object� is represented
at a unique leaf of T � Each edge u� v� represents some mutational history that transforms the
string at u assuming u is the parent of v� to the string at v� The cost of that transformation is a
function of the two strings� and the cost of the phylogenetic alignment is the sum of all those edge
costs� Note that the strings assigned to internal nodes need not be distinct and need not be from
the input strings S�

We let DS� S�� denote the cost of transforming string S to string S�� All that is assumed
about the function D is that it is a metric� DS� S�� � � if and only if S � S�� and D obeys
the triangle inequality conditions� that if S� S� and S�� are any three strings� then DS� S �� �
DS� S����DS��� S��� This is a natural and common assumption� requiring that the cost to directly
transform S to S � be no greater than the cost of the indirect approach of transforming S to an
intermediate string� and then transforming the intermediate to S ��

If strings S and S� are assigned to the endpoints of an edge i� j�� then i� j� has edge cost
DS� S��� The cost of a path is the sum of the costs on the edges in the path� The cost of a
phylogenetic alignment is the total of all the edge costs in the tree�

The phylogenetic alignment problem for a rooted tree T � Find an assignment
of strings to internal nodes of T one string to each node� that minimizes the cost of
the alignment�

The phylogenetic alignment problem was developed principally by Sanko� ��� ��� and was shown
to be NP�hard by Wang and Jiang �
�� A factor�of�two approximation algorithm was developed by
Jiang� Wang and Lawler �		� along with a polynomial time approximation scheme PTAS�� Both of
these were based on lifted alignments which will be de�ned below� Later� using uniform lifted align�
ments� a faster factor�of�two approximation method was developed� and then exploited to obtain
vastly faster PTASs with better error bounds ��� 	��� The simplicity conceptual and computa�
tional� of uniform lifted alignments� compared to lifted alignments� was critical in developing these
improved PTASs�

��� Lifted and Uniform lifted alignments

A phylogenetic alignment is called a lifted alignment if for every internal node v� the string assigned
to v is also assigned to one of v�s children see Figure 	�� It is immediate that each node v in a
lifted alignment is assigned a string that labels a leaf in the subtree rooted at v� and hence is a
string from the input set S�
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In order to specify particular lifted alignments� each node of T is given a unique name� Then
any particular lifted alignment is determined by specifying� for each node v� the name of the child
of v from whom v�s assigned string is �lifted� or �inherited� �The child is the father of the man���
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Figure 	� An abstract lifted alignment�

To de�ne a uniform lifted alignment we assume for simplicity of the discussion� that tree T
is binary so that each internal node has two children� although T need not be balanced� For each
internal node v� arbitrarily choose one of its children as the left child lv� and the other as the
right child rv�� Such a choice is called a layout of T � The nodes of T are partitioned into levels�
numbering from the bottom of the tree upwards� starting from level zero� That is� the leaves
farthest from the root are at level zero� and the root is at the largest level� See Figure ��

Given a �xed layout of T � a lifted alignment is called a uniform lifted alignment if� at each
level� either every internal node at that level receives its assigned string from its left child� or every
internal node at that level receives its assigned string from its right child� See Figure �� Note that
a uniform lifted alignment is only de�ned with respect to a speci�c layout of T �

Clearly� any lifted alignment is a uniform lifted alignment for some layouts� of T � and a lifted
alignment remains a phylogenetic alignment in every layout of T � However� when T has even a
single level with more than one internal node� then for every lifted alignment of T � there is a layout
of T for which the lifted alignment is not a uniform lifted alignment� Thus with one exception��
for a given layout of T the set of uniform lifted alignments is a proper subset of the set of lifted
alignments� This subset can be substantially smaller� as established in the next lemma� De�ne the
depth of tree T to be the level of the root node�

Lemma ��� Let T be a binary tree with depth d and n leaves� Then T has �n�� lifted alignments�
but for any �xed layout of T � it has only �d uniform lifted alignments�

Proof A lifted alignment is determined by specifying for each internal node v� which of v�s two
children will have the same assigned string as v� These choices are independent for each internal
node� and since there are n� 	 internal nodes in a binary tree with n leaves� there are �n�� lifted
alignments of T �

Once a layout of T is �xed� a uniform lifted alignment of T is determined by specifying for
each level� whether the internal nodes of that level get assigned the strings from their left children
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Figure �� An abstract uniform lifted alignment� The lines and numbers on the right indicate the
levels of the tree� Each circle represents a node whose assigned string is lifted to its parent node�
At each level� all the lifted strings come from the left children� or all come from the right children�
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or from their right children� The choice is independent at each level� hence there are exactly �d

uniform lifted alignments for that layout� �

For example� when T is balanced and full� there are only n uniform lifted alignments for a
�xed layout� while there are �n�� lifted alignments for T � This is the extreme case� where for any
�xed layout� the number of uniform lifted alignments is much smaller than the number of lifted
alignments�

For any problem instance� let T � denote the optimal phylogenetic alignment� and let CT ��
denote its cost� In �		� it was shown� for any problem instance� that the optimal lifted alignment
the lifted alignment with lowest cost� has cost less than �CT ��� Somewhat surprisingly� it was
subsequently shown ��� that for any �xed layout of T � the optimal uniform lifted alignment the
uniform lifted alignment with lowest cost� also has cost less than �CT ��� This is surprising� because
in general for a �xed layout� the set of uniform lifted alignments is much smaller� and more highly
constrained� than the set of lifted alignments� Both the optimal lifted alignment� and the optimal
uniform lifted alignment for a �xed layout� can be computed in polynomial time� The results
for the optimal lifted alignment do not depend on the tree being binary� The results for optimal
uniform lifted alignment can be generalized in di�erent ways to non�binary trees� depending on the
speci�c de�nition of a uniform lifted alignment for non�binary trees� Such extensions should be
clear after discussing the error and time bounds for binary trees�

��� The basic error bound

We now prove that for a �xed layout of T � the cost of the optimal uniform lifted alignment is less
than �CT ��� This proof is di�erent from the original one in ���� and is based on comments by
Mike Paterson about optimal lifted alignments� We will assume� for exposition purposes� that T is
binary�

We prove the claimed error bound by exhibiting a particular uniform lifted alignment TU whose
cost is within the claimed bound� For any node v� let S�v denote the string assigned to v in T ��
We will transform T � into a uniform lifted alignment TU for the �xed layout� by a series of string
replacements at internal nodes of T � This transformation is only conceptual� since we do not know
T ��

The transformation of T � to TU is done one level at a time� bottom up� Let V k� be the
internal nodes at level k� To assign strings at level k after the level k � 	 beneath it has been
transformed� consider two sums�

P
v�V �k�DS�v � Sl�v�� and

P
v�V �k�DS�v � Sr�v��� where Sl�v� and

Sr�v� are respectively the strings that have been assigned in the transformation to the left and right
children of v in the �xed layout�� If the �rst sum is smaller or equal to the second sum� then assign
each internal node v in level k the string Sl�v�� otherwise assign each internal node in level k the
string Sr�v�� See Figure �� When all levels have been transformed� the resulting lifted alignment

TU is a uniform lifted alignment� For any internal node v� let Sv denote the string assigned to node
v in alignment TU �

The error analysis

Theorem ��� The uniform lifted alignment TU has total cost less than �CT ���

Proof With respect to TU � a node w is called an orphan if the string� Sw assigned to w in
TU� is di�erent from the string assigned to w�s parent node� By de�nition of a lifted alignment�
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Figure �� The lifting operation from level � to level �� The numbers on the edges are the distances
used to decide whether to lift from the left children or to lift from the right children� The sum for
the left children is �� and the sum for the right children is 	�� so the lift is from the left children�
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there is a unique leaf z of T labeled with string Sw� and every node on the path from w to z is
assigned string Sw in TU � Moreover� if w is an orphan� then no node o� the path from w to z can
be assigned string Sw� Let Pw denote that path from orphan w to leaf z� and call it an orphan
path� It follows that if w and w� are two orphans in TU � then the orphan paths Pw and Pw� have no
nodes in common� So� over the set of all orphan paths in TU � no edge of T appears in more than
one orphan path�

For any internal node v� let ov� denote the unique orphan child of v in TU � Consider any
internal node v� and de�ne P v as the path consisting of the edge v� ov�� followed by the orphan
path Po�v�� Call this path the semi�orphan path of v� For distinct v and v�� P v and P v� have no
edges in common� although they may share one node� Let zr be the leaf whose label is lifted and
assigned to the root node r in TU � No edge on the path from r to zr is on any semi�orphan path�
Therefore� over all internal nodes� the set of semi�orphan paths are edge disjoint and omit some
edge of T � See Figure �� Note that by triangle inequality� the total cost in T � of the edges on the
semi�orphan path P v is at least DS�v � So�v��� since the edges of that path describe one rather long
and roundabout� way to transform S�v to So�v��

For any internal node v� let hv� for �heir of v� � be the unique sibling of ov�� By de�nition�
Sv � Sh�v�� so the edge between v and hv� has cost zero in TU � Therefore the cost of TU

is exactly
P

vDSv� So�v��� By triangle inequality� and the de�nition of an heir� DSv� So�v�� �
DSv� S

�

v� �DS�v � So�v�� � DSh�v�� S
�

v� �DS�v � So�v���

Now consider a level k in T � The cost in TU of all the edges between level k and level k � 	 is
exactly

P
v�V �k�DSv� So�v�� �

P
v�V �k�DSh�v�� S

�

v��DS�v � So�v��� It then follows� by the selection

rule used to transform T � to TU � that the cost of the edges between level k and level k � 	 is at
most �

P
v�V �k�DS�v � So�v��� But� since DS�v � So�v�� is at most the total cost of all the edges on

P v � the cost of all edges between levels k and k � 	 is at most twice the cost of all the edges on
semi�orphan paths originating from nodes at level k� Since this holds for every level� and all semi�
orphan paths from anywhere in T � are pairwise edge disjoint� the cost of all edges in TU is at
most twice the cost of all edges in T �� More precisely� since no edge on the path from r to zr is on
any semi�orphan path� the above argument establishes that the cost of TU is less than or equal to
�CT ��� �DSr� S

�

r ��

Now we prove that the cost of TU is strictly less than �CT ��� This would be immediate if
Sr �� S�r � for then DSr� S�r � � �� If Sr � S�r � then DSr� So�r�� � DS�r � So�r�� � � and the cost of

TU is less than or equal to �CT ���DS�r � So�r��� To see this� note that in establishing the bound

of �CT ��� we bounded the cost in TU of the edges touching the root by �DS�r � So�r��� when in

fact the cost is only DS�r � So�r��� Hence the cost of T
U is strictly less than �CT ��� �

Since TU is a uniform lifted alignment� the main result below now follows�

Theorem ��� For any layout of T � the cost of the optimal uniform lifted alignment is less than
�CT ���

� Studying lifted alignments via uniform lifted alignments

In this section we show that the use of uniform lifted alignments allow simple derivations of facts
about lifted alignments that were not apparent from direct examination of the full set of lifted
alignments� The key observation is that easily derived� facts about the distribution of costs of
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Figure �� Lifted tree TU � The internal nodes labeled a� b� c� and d are all orphans� Their respective
orphan�paths are shown with dashed lines�

uniform lifted alignments hold also for the distribution of costs of lifted alignments� We start with
a result that illustrates the key idea�

Theorem ��� In a binary tree� at least �
�d�� of all lifted alignments have a cost less than �CT ���

Proof Consider counting� over all �xed layouts of T � the number of uniform lifted alignments
whose cost is less than �CT ��� For any �xed layout� TU is one such uniform lifted alignment� Let
TU �

be the uniform lifted alignment obtained by relabeling the root of T with the sequence Sor�
as de�ned in the creation of TU�� Clearly� the cost of TU �

is the same as the cost of TU � Since
there are �n�� �xed layouts� there must be at least �n lifted alignments whose cost is less than
�CT ��� But each lifted alignment is a uniform lifted alignment for only �d layouts� so there must
be at least �n��d � �n�d distinct lifted alignments whose cost is less than �CT ��� Since there are
�n�� distinct lifted alignments� the fraction of all lifted alignments whose cost is less than �CT ��
is at least �

�d�� � �

For a completely unbalanced binary tree with n leaves� Theorem ��	 only guarantees two out
of �n lifted alignments have cost less than �CT ��� But for a balanced� full binary tree� at least
two out of n of all the lifted alignments have a cost less than �CT ��� In realistic cases� n can be
as small as ten� and �d is often close to n� and the theorem establishes that lifted alignments with
cost less than �CT �� are fairly dense in those cases�

Theorem ��	 does depend on T being binary which is the most important and realistic case��
but the theorem� and all the subsequent material in this paper� can be easily generalized to cover
non�binary trees� For example� if the tree is tertiary� then at least �

�d
of all lifted alignments have

a cost no greater than �CT ���

The style of analysis contained in the proof of Theorem ��	 can be used again to establish a
bound on the average cost of all lifted alignments� It was shown in ��� that for any �xed layout of
T � the average cost of the uniform lifted alignments for that layout� is less than �CT ���
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Theorem ��� The average cost of all lifted alignments for T is less than �CT ���

Proof Consider summing� over all �xed layouts of T � the costs of all the uniform lifted align�
ments for that layout� The average cost for any �xed layout is less than �CT �� and there are
exactly �d uniform lifted alignments for each �xed layout� so each �xed layout contributes at most
�d��CT ��� Since there are exactly �n�� layouts� the total sum is less than �d��CT ���n��� Now
each lifted alignment contributes its cost to that sum exactly �d times� and there are exactly �n��

distinct lifted alignments� so the average cost of all lifted alignments is less than �CT ��� �

More generally� the proof of Theorem ��	 can be easily extended to establish the following

Theorem ��� Fix an arbitrary layout of T � Consider any property that holds for some fraction f
of all the uniform lifted alignments of that �xed� but arbitrary� layout� Then that property holds for
fraction f of all lifted alignments�

Using either Theorem ��� or ��� we can obtain the following bounds on the distribution of costs
of random lifted alignments�

Theorem ��� For any r � 	� de�ne er� to be the expected number of lifted alignments needed to
be chosen at random before the smallest cost of all those alignments is within a factor of ��	�r�	�
of the cost of the optimal phylogenetic alignment� Then er� � r�

For example� er� is at most two for an error bound of �� and er� is at most ten for a bound
of ��			�� Note that er� is independent of n and of the lengths of the strings� Also note that the
above theorem holds when restated to apply only to uniform lifted alignments� Another way to
state Theorem ��� is� Let k��� for any � � �� be the expected number of lifted alignments to draw
at random to �nd one of cost at most � � ��CT ��� Then k�� � 	 � �

�
�

Proof For r � �� the theorem says that at least half of all the lifted alignments must have cost
less than or equal to �CT ��� This follows immediately from the fact that the average cost is at
most �CT �� and the minimum cost is CT ��� Generalizing� at least 	�r of all the lifted alignments
must have cost less than or equal to �r� 	�CT ���r� 	�� which again follows from the fact that
the minimum possible cost is CT �� and the mean is at most �CT ��� �

Stating this result in terms of probabilities rather than expectations� we have the following

Theorem ��� Picking p lifted alignments at random� the minimum cost phylogenetic alignment
of those p alignments will have cost within a factor of � � 	�r � 	� of the optimal phylogenetic
alignment� with probability at least 	� �r� 	��r�p�

Theorem ��� and Theorem ��� are analogous and proven in related ways� to results from �	�
about random multiple alignments under a di�erent objective function the sum�of�pairs objective
function��

It is worth noting that the analysis presented above is very loose� and therefore the results are
overly pessimistic� For example� in Theorem ��� the case of r � � was proven by observing that
the median can be at most �CT ��� The conclusion was that at least half of all random lifted
alignments must have an error bound at most three times the optimal� But if the median were
actually �CT ��� then exactly half of the random lifted alignments must have cost CT ��� i�e�� they
must be optimal phylogenetic alignments�






� Using uniform lifted alignments to compute lower bounds

The optimal uniform or not� lifted alignment is guaranteed to have cost less than twice that
of the optimal phylogenetic alignment on any problem instance� but one expects that these� and
other� methods will �nd closer to optimal solutions for most problem instances� Therefore it is
desirable to have e�cient methods to compute lower bounds on the cost of the optimal phylogenetic
alignment� given any problem instance� These lower bounds can be applied not only to gauge the
accuracy of the result computed by the approximation method� but by any method� Often one can
modify a bounded�error approximation method� or exploit the ideas behind its error analysis� to
obtain an e�cient method to compute non�trivial lower bounds given a problem instance� When
combined with better but unanalyzed� heuristic methods� this can be a valuable and practical use
of bounded�error methodology� In this section we show how to use ideas from lifted and uniform
lifted alignments to compute a non�obvious lower bound on the cost of the optimal phylogenetic
alignment�

For a �xed layout of T � let Au denote the average cost of a uniform lifted alignment for that
layout� Since Au � �CT �� shown in ����� Au�� is a lower bound on CT ��� Moreover� it is a
particularly appealing lower bound because it holds for every layout� and there are �n�� distinct
layouts� Therefore� an attractive strategy is to randomly pick several layouts of T and compute
Au for each one� The maximum Au obtained this way� divided by two� is then a lower bound for
CT ��� We will later improve this approach� to obtain even higher lower bounds� but �rst we show
that Au can be computed in On�� time for any layout�

��� Computing the cost of the average uniform lifted alignment

We continue to assume that T is binary� We also assume that the distance between each pair of
leaf sequences is already known�

Recall that there are �d uniform lifted alignments for a �xed layout of T � When T is a full
binary tree� then �d � n� the number of leaves� and we can trivialy generate the n uniform lifted
alignments and compute the cost for each one� This direct approach takes On�� time� However�
when T is very unbalanced� d can be as large as n so a full enumeration would take exponential
time as a function of n� None the less� it is possible to compute the average of the �d uniform lifted
alignments in On�� time�

For a �xed layout of T � we de�ne an ordered pair of leaf sequences Si� Sj� to be legal for an edge
u� v� where u is the parent of v�� if there is a uniform lifted alignment in which Si is assigned to
u and Sj is assigned to v� Below we will see how to �nd all legal pairs� and their associated edges�
in On�� time� In fact� when a pair Si� Sj� is found to be legal for an edge u� v�� the algorithm
will determine the exact number of uniform lifted alignments of the �xed layout� in which Si is
assigned to u and Sj is assigned to v�

It is simple to test if an ordered pair Si� Sj� is legal for some edge� Consider the two paths
up to the root node from the leaves labeled Si and Sj � Those two paths join at the least common
ancestor of Si and Sj � say at level l� Assume� w�l�o�g� that Si labels leaf at a level k at or above the
leaf labeled by Sj � Then Si� Sj� is legal for some edge if and only if the two paths are �parallel�
from level k to level l� That is� at each level between k and l� 	� the nodes on the two paths must
both be the left children of their respective parents� or they must both be the right children of their
parents� If the paths have the required property� then the ordered pair Si� Sj� is legal for one edge
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out of their least common ancestor denoted u�� Moreover� the ordered pair Sj � Si� is legal for the
other edge out of u�

Any pair of leaves can be tested in Od� time� yielding an Odn�� time method� The time can
be reduced to On�� by reversing the direction of the walks and organizing them with depth��rst
traversals� In detail� to �nd all legal pairs� repeat the following algorithm for each edge u� v� of T �
where� w�l�o�g�� v is the right child of u� i�e�� v � ru�� Execute a parallel depth��rst traversal from
v and lu� until one of the searches reaches a leaf see Figure ��� In a parallel depth� �rst traversal�
the two traversals alternate single edge moves� and the �rst one moves from any level to its right
left� child� if and only if the second one next moves from the same level to its right left� child�
When one of the traversals the �rst say� reaches a leaf labeled say with Si and found on level k�
the second traversal continues below level k in a normal depth� �rst fashion� until it returns to level
k� At that point the two traversals begin alternating again in parallel fashion� Let Sj be a leaf
sequence that the second traversal encounters before the two traversals return to parallel mode�
That is� Sj is a leaf sequence encountered before the second traversal backs up from level k� Then
Si� Sj� is a legal pair for edge u� v� because the path from lu� to Si parallels the part of the path
from v to Sj down to level k�

Let Ni� j� denote the number of uniform lifted alignments of the layout where Si is assigned
to u and Sj is assigned to v� Then the ordered pair Si� Sj� contributes exactly Ni� j�DSi� Sj� to
the sum of the costs of all the uniform lifted alignments of that layout� The ordered pair Sj � Si�
will also contribute the same amount to the sum�� But what is Ni� j�� Suppose u is on level l
and Sj is on level l� � k� Then Ni� j� � �d�l�l

�

� The reason is that for every level from l � 	
down to l�� the choice of which child left or right� assigns its sequence to its parent� is �xed by the
requirement that Si be successively assigned lifted� up to node u and Sj be lifted up to node v�
However� the choices at the other levels can be made in every possible way� and are independent at
each level� In general� if Si� Sj� is legal for u� v�� then the choices are �xed for all levels between
node v and the lower of the two leaves labeled by Si and Sj �

Let LT � be the set of legal ordered� pairs for the �xed layout of T � In summary� the total cost
of all the uniform lifted alignments of T for the �xed layout� is

P
�Si�Sj��L�T �

Ni� j�DSi� Sj�� The

average cost is that sum divided by �d� Assuming the distance between each pair of leaf sequences
is known� the average cost of all uniform lifted alignments can be found in On�� time�

We should note that the average cost of all lifted alignments can also be computed in On��
time� and half that average is again a lower bound on CT ��� But it is not desirable to compute
only that single lower bound� since one gets a lower bound from the uniform lifted alignments of
each �xed layout� The average of all those �n�� lower bounds is the lower bound obtained from
the set of all lifted alignments� so some of those lower bounds will be better and some worse than
the single one obtained from all lifted alignments� Therefore� one should compute the average cost
of the uniform lifted alignments for several randomly selected layouts and also the average over
all lifted alignments�� and then take the maximum of those bounds� That approach exploits any
variance there may be between the average costs for di�erent �xed layouts� We should also note
that half the cost of the optimal lifted alignment is a lower bound on CT ��� Similarly for a �xed
layout� half the cost of the optimal uniform lifted alignment is a lower bound on CT ��� But both
of these bounds are inferior to the bounds derived from the respective averages�
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Figure �� Suppose the parallel depth��rst traversal initially walks from lu� to leaf a� and from v

to node A� Then a standard depth��rst traversal from A will �nd that the sequence at leaf a forms
a legal pair for u� v� with each of the sequences at leaves b� c� d� e and f � Then the traversal backs
up from a and A� and next determines that g� h� and g� i� form legal pairs for edge u� v��
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��� Improved lower bounds

The lower bounds discussed above are based on the fact that the average lifted or uniform lifted�
alignment has cost less than �CT ��� However� as shown in the proof of Theorem 	�	� the cost
of TU is at most �CT �� minus twice the cost of some full path to the root of T �� In the case of
the average of all lifted or uniform lifted� alignments� a similar savings occurs due to legal pairs
whose least common ancestor is the root of the tree� This leads to the following improvements in
the lower bounds�

Theorem ��� Given a rooted tree T � let LA be the set of �ordered� legal pairs whose lca is not
the root of T � and let LB be the set of legal pairs whose lca is the root� Let ri� j� be the number
of edges on the path between the lca of leaf i and leaf j� and lowest of the leaves i or j� Then
CT �� � �

P
�i�j��LA

�d�r�i�j�Di� j� �
P

�i�j��LB
�d�r�i�j���Di� j����d����

We can get a similar improvement based on all the lifted alignments� Let m be the number of
non�leaf nodes in T � and for any pair of leaves i� j�� let mi� j� be the number of non�leaf nodes on
the path between i and j�

Theorem ��� Given a rooted tree T � let A be the set of ordered leaf pairs whose least common
ancestor �lca� is not the root of T � and let B be the set of ordered leaf pairs whose lca is the root�
Then� CT �� � �

P
�i�j��A �

m�m�i�j�Di� j� �
P

�i�j��B �m�m�i�j���Di� j����m����

Clearly� both of these lower bounds can be again computed in On�� time� assuming that the
distances are known between each pair of leaf sequences�

��� Experimental Work

We experimented with the above ideas on a well known� �fteen node tree� a phylogenetic alignment
problem �rst studied by Sanko�� Cedergren and Lapalme ���� In that paper� they produced a
phylogenetic alignment we will call Sanko��s alignment� that is not known to be optimal for the
data� but is believed to be close to optimal� He wanted to use the above ideas to establish the lower
best bounds for the problem instance and for Sanko��s alignment� We also wanted to see how close
the best uniform lifted alignment is to the best lifted alignment�

The given evolutionary tree T is shown in Figure �� Each leaf is assigned an RNA sequence
of length around 	�� nucleotides� We use the same scoring scheme as in ���� i�e�� DA�C� � 	����
DA�G� � 	��� DA�U� � 	���� DC�G� � 	���� DC�U� � 	��� DG�U� � 	���� and ���� for
insertion�deletion� This scoring scheme clearly satis�es triangle inequality�

Before describing the experimental results� we need to mention one additional modi�cation to
the lower bound methods� The tree T used in ��� is unrooted� so in order to apply Theorems ��	
and ��� we select an edge of T and create a new node on it� making that new node the root of the
tree� It is easy to see that this does not change the cost of the optimal alignment� but the optimal
lifted and optimal uniform lifted alignments do depend on the root choice� Further� since Theorems
��	 and ��� treat leaf pairs whose lca is the root di�erently than leaf pairs whose lca is not the root�
the positioning of the root might change the lower bounds based on those theorems� Every choice
leads to a correct lower bound� but some choices might give higher bounds than others� In fact�
this happens when using Theorem ��	� but not when using Theorem ���� as we will show next�
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Theorem ��� Let T be an unrooted tree� No matter what edge is chosen for the new root� the
lower bound on CT �� based on Theorem ��� is

P
i�j Di� j���m�i�j�� where mi� j� is the number of

non�leaf nodes on the path from leaf i to leaf j in T before the addition of the root node�

Proof The lower bound is obtained by applying Theorem ��� to T after the addition of the
root node� Let m� � m � 	� and let m�i� j� be the number of non�leaf nodes on the path from
i to j after the root is added� Then m�i� j� � mi� j� if the lca of i and j is not the root� and
m�i� j� � mi� j� � 	 if the lca is the root� Applying Theorem ��� with m� and m�i� j�� and then
simplifying the summation completes the proof� �

Hence� in the case of an unrooted tree� computing the lower bound based on Theorem ��� is
particularly simple� and can easily be done by hand�

����� Experimental Results

The results from these limited experiments are that the optimal uniform lifted alignments taken
over all choices for root� but only a single layout of T for each choice� have small variance� and
have costs fairly close to the optimal lifted alignment� The average costs have somewhat greater
variance� The highest lower bound computed in this way establishes that Sanko��s alignment has
cost at most 	
���� greater than the optimal phylogenetic alignment�

In more detail� the cost of Sanko��s alignment is �
���� The lowest cost of an optimal lifted
alignment over varying choices for the root� was ������ while the highest cost of an optimal lifted
alignment was �
���� The lowest cost of an optimal uniform lifted alignment over varying choices
for the root� but a �xed layout for each choice� was ��	��� while the highest cost of an optimal
uniform lifted alignment was �
���� The highest average cost of a lifted alignment was ������
and the lowest average cost was �
���� The higest average cost of a uniform lifted alignment was
��	��� and the lowest average cost was �
���� The highest lower bound based on Theorem ��	 over
varying choices for the root� but a �xed layout for each choice� was ����
���� which establishes that
Sanko��s alignment deviates from the optimal by no more than 	
����� The highest lower bound
based on Theorem ��� was ������� which establishes a deviation from optimal of no more than
������� In this small experiment� the results obtained from using only uniform lifted alignments
were not much di�erent than the results based on all lifted alignments� We expect there would be
a greater distinction in larger trees�

DG the corrected lbu value is ����	
	 which establishes a deviation of �	�	����

��� Comparison to other lower bounds

There are two other lower bounds that have been suggested for the phylogenetic alignment prob�
lem� One is based on computing a minimum spanning tree� and the other is based on a linear
programming relaxation of the phylogenetic alignment problem�

For the minimum spanning tree bound� compute the distance between each pair of leaf se�
quences� form a complete graph on n nodes one node vi for each leaf sequence Si�� and set the cost
of the edge between any pair of nodes vi and vj as DSi� Sj�� �nally� compute a minimum spanning
tree on this graph� Let MT denote the cost of the minimum spanning tree� Then MT �� is a lower
bound on CT ��� To see that� consider the optimal phylogenetic alignment T � on T � A depth��rst
traversal of T � speci�es a way to connect the leaves which has cost less than �CT ��� By de�nition
of MST� this spanning connection of the leaves has cost no less than MT � so CT

�� � MT ���
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Figure �� The tree T used in ����

However� the same argument holds for any phylogenetic alignment� optimal or not� Therefore if
TL is any uniform lifted alignment� then CTL� � MT ��� so the average cost of the uniform lifted
alignments is always a better higher� lower bound than MT ��� In the experiment we ran� the cost
of the minimum spanning tree for the nine sequences is ���� Hence it gives a lower bound of 	��
compared to the higher� lower bound of ����
 obtained from Theorem ��	� The MST lower bound
establishes only that Sanko��s alignment deviates from the optimal alignment by at most ����

The following linear programming lower bound was suggested by R� Ravi� For each edge e in
T � create a variable associated with e� Then for each leaf pair i� j�� create the constraint that the
variables associated with edges on the path from i to j must sum to at least Di� j�� Subject to
those constraints� the minimum sum of all the variables is a lower bound on CT ��� This follows
from the assumed triangle inequality condition� and the fact that the edge distances from any
phylogenetic alignment provide a feasible solution to this LP�

We ran this LP on the example from ���� and obtained a value of ������ This establishes that
Sanko��s alignment deviates from the optimal by at most 	������ We have also been able to prove
that the lower bound using Theorem ��	 is never greater than the LP bound� However� under
certain conditions� the bounds are equal� and we don�t know how far apart the two bounds will
typically be�

��� Discussion

The idea of using guaranteed error bounds to compute lower bounds on the cost of an optimal
solution has been met with strong disbelief since it was �rst proposed in an earlier draft of this
paper�

One objection is the claim that bounded�error approximation methods rarely perform as badly
as their guaranteed error bounds allow� hence dividing the cost of the solution by the guarantee will
give a poor lower bound� Without arguing how well bounded approximation methods do generally�
our response is twofold� First� poor compared to what else� Alternative lower bounds are not always
available or easy to compute� In the case of phylogenetic alignment� the bound based on Theorem
��� is easier to compute than the MST bound and was substantially better� while reasonably close
to the LP bound� which was much harder to compute� In fact� in the experiment� we initially�
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and trivially� computed the bound based on Theorem ��� by hand� It was much harder to set up�
and input the LP� and then check its result� Second� in the case of the phylogenetic alignment
problem� we note that the best highest� lower bound we use is not half of the best lowest� upper
bound obtainable by lifted alignment methods� The best upper bound ����� in our experiment�
comes from the optimal lifted alignment� which has cost no greater and generally less� than the
optimal uniform lifted alignment cost ��	���� which has cost no greater and generally less� than
the average uniform lifted alignment cost ��	���� which has cost less than the actual number
��
��� DG �should be ������� we compute using Theorem ��	� and divide by two� in order to get
the lower bound ����
�� Generally� we expect a sizable gap between the cost of the optimal lifted
alignment and that number� Moreover� a di�erent lower bound can be calculated �using Theorem
��	� and �for every layout of the tree� and there are an exponential number of layouts� Additional
variation comes with the choice of root in cases when the tree is unrooted� The �nal lower bound
is the highest one obtained by the various trials� Hence even if the optimal lifted alignment the
bounded�error method with the lowest upper bound� has a cost close to CT ��� it does not follow
that the bounds suggested in this paper must be close to CT �����

A related objection is that the empirical lower bounds reported here are large compared to
empirical bounds for other problems� obtained by e�ective combinatorial optimization methods�
The claim is that a good solution should be within �� of the optimal� not ��� of the optimal�
We agree� but note that e�cient methods that reliably obtain provable bounds of �� were not
generally obtained in the �rst papers proposing those methods� They were obtained after much
work by a community of researchers� Lower bounds based on lifted alignments can be improved
with additional ideas we know some now�� but probably will require additional computation time�
Moreover� bounds in the range of �� come from improving both upper and the lower bound methods�
In our experiment� we only compute a lower bound for an existing solution that provides the upper
bound� We do not know if the numbers 	�� or ���� are large because the lower bound methods
are poor� or because the phylogenetic alignment we examined is far from optimal� So judging the
empirical results in this paper by empirical results from much more mature and expensive methods
both upper and lower bounds� is too severe� A more meaningful comparison is to other lower
bound methods with comparable speed and simplicity� It is still unresolved how much better the
LP method does in general than the methods based on theorems ��� and ��	� But considering
the di�erence in computational e�ort� we believe the performance of our methods is encouraging
enough to continue research on this idea� both for the phylogenetic alignment problem� and for
other optimization problems�
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